
Requirements 

Starting Pose

Static Skill

Handstand Skill

Turn

Dance (Standing)

Roll

2 x Leap/Jumps 
(may be connected)

Optional WOW Skill

OPTION 1

Seated crossed legs,
Straddle

Kneeling Scale

Handstand

Releve 1/2 Turn

Backwards arm circles

Straight leg fwd roll 
(bend to stand)

2 Jumps connected

Your choice 

OPTION 2

Kneeling side lunge
to splits

Bridge/Splits (WOW)

Tuck up to Handstand

Passe 1/2 or 1/1 turn

Step to passe half turn

Bwd roll

Your choice eg split leap, 
wolf, jump 1/2

Your choice

Light it Up
ROUTINE REQUIREMENTS - Launchpad Skills & Squads

This is your chance to have your very own routine. Follow one of the options below
or make it uniquely you and do the skills you love! You can even choose a piece of

music to perform your routine to. Time limit for routines is 1 minute.

 You need a skill for each requirement in the order listed below. Choose option 1 or
2 for each of the criteria or another variation of the skill. If you want to do a skill not
listed below this needs to be checked with a coach in zoom class or email a video of

you doing it to enquiries@fbgc.org.au. 

This is just a brief list of requirements for you to refer back to please check out our
YouTube channel for a video of our coaches teaching and demonstrating the

requirements.

Cont...



Light it Up
ROUTINE REQUIREMENTS - Launchpad Skills & Squads

REQUIREMENTS

Cartwheel Skill

Locomotion

Dance Acro

End Pose

OPTION 1

Star cartwheel

2 x Step Kicks

Bwd shoulder roll

Lunge

OPTION 2

Cartwheel to lunge 

2 x Chasse fwd or side

Kneeling cartwheel

Side passe

WOW SKILLS

These skills can be used to meet the requirements and gain extra points. If you do
one of these skills it satisfies the criteria for that skill and doesn't have to be done in

addition to the skills listed above. 

STATIC - 180deg Splits
HANDSTAND - Handstand skill connected to a jump

JUMP/LEAP - Any turning jump, 180deg split leap or jump
WOW Skill - Roundoff, Walkover, Limber

LOCOMOTION - Split leap 180deg
CARTWHEEL - Cartwheel snap connected to a jump

GOOD LUCK AND HAVE FUN CREATING YOUR ROUTINE


